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Some years ago, newly appointed to the Bench, Marc T Amy, of
the Louisiana Third Circuit Court of Appeal, arrived in New York
City to attend a judicial training course. Upon settling into a
cab, he told the inquisitive cabdriver the purpose of his visit.
Laconically, the cabbie retorted: ‘I’d have felt a whole lot better
if you’d received your judicial education before donning your
judicial robes.’1

On the one hand, the role of the judge remains shrouded in
mystery. Despite the days of the sacerdotal Roman iudex being
long gone, often it seems the general public still believes the
elevation of an individual to the Bench sets in train an alchemical
process by which a mere mortal is transmuted into a soothsaying,
all-seeing oracle. This is a perception often shared by those
newly elevated.

On the other, the interviews of potential judges before the
Judicial Service Commission have tended to jolt the bemused
public to a contrary impression. Happily, those interviews – con-
ducted as they are in full public view – have at least rendered the
criteria by which potential judges are appraised a matter of open
debate.

While section 174(1) of the Constitution requires that judges
be both ‘appropriately qualified’ and a ‘fit and proper person,’
what those attributes mean in practice is less clear.

The New York cabbie’s common-sense view applies in South
Africa too. How can it be that a judge takes up office without
any formal judicial training?

The answer to this question traditionally advanced by lawyers
in jurisdictions with a common-law legal culture (which includes
South Africa) is that since judges are drawn from senior habitués
of the Bar, they get all the training they need from their years of
practice in the courts. Yet, this view has come to be widely ack-
nowledged as inadequate. Today, few jurisdictions are without
judicial education programmes.

In post-apartheid South Africa, to expedite the process of the
transformation of the Bench, judges are drawn not only from
the rank of traditionally white and male senior advocates. Magi-
strates, attorneys and academics are all being elevated.

The need for some uniformity of training before taking up
office seems self-evident. To an extent, permanent appointments
achieve this since the one thing all permanent judges should
have in common is having had a few acting appointments. The
first-time acting judge is different.

The average civil practitioner probably saw the inside of a
criminal court before the advent of the interim Constitution last.
Family law, which has also changed dramatically, will also have
been a closed book to many commercial advocates. The absence
of continuing education at the Bar also does not help. After
pupillage, advocates are mostly untouched by formal education.

It is for this reason that some argue judicial education has
an important role to play. Even though those involved in judicial
training are sometimes pessimistic about how much can be taught

to sitting judges, they contend that it would serve to bridge the
gap created by the fact that judges are no longer drawn from
the Bar alone, and to even out the performance of new judges
in South Africa.

From a very different vantage point, others argue that judges
are in any case in need of re-education of a sort – especially as
men of a certain age, who in broad terms share a certain, patri-
archal view of the world, continue to predominate on the Bench.

The Canadian scholar Kathleen E Mahoney has noted:
‘Deeply held cultural attitudes and beliefs about the “proper”

roles for women and men must be examined and challenged

when they interfere with the fair and equitable administration

of justice … This requires education programs that stimulate a

sense of personal discovery and enable judges to identify and

eliminate their own biases.’2

As far as judicial education goes, worldwide there are broadly
two traditions.

While in common-law (ie English) jurisdictions the formal
education of judges was for long limited to comparatively skeletal
in-service training offered on an ad hoc basis by incumbent or
retired judges, in civil-law (ie French, Portuguese, German and
Spanish) jurisdictions judges are trained specifically for that role
before they assume the Bench.

In this regard, Paul M. Li, former executive director of the
California Center for Judicial Education and Research, has
observed: ‘Such training [in civil-law jurisdictions] is usually
combined with the training of new prosecutors and, at times, of
new attorneys.’3

The educational model adopted in civil-law jurisdictions is
mostly akin to that of a university degree.4

In France, future judges, selected through competitive ex-
amination, attend the L’École Nationale de la Magistrature (ENM),
headquartered in Bordeaux.5 Upon entering the ENM, law gra-
duates embark upon a career as civil servants.6

There are three routes into the ENM. There is an examination
open to university students, one open to civil servants and a
third for candidates with specific professional experience in the
private sector or who have served in elective office.7

Upon being admitted to the ENM, students follow the same
programme, comprising courses both in theory and practice.
Training lasts for thirty-one months (eleven months in the lecture
halls, with a curriculum focusing on the methodology under-

Manual or automatic?
For South African judges, there’s no manual and
still very little training, discovers Jean Meiring.

The L’École Nationale de la Magistrature (ENM), headquartered in Bordeaux.
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pinning each judicial function; twenty months in the courts, in
lawyers’ offices, with investigators, etc). This culminates in a final
examination, before placement in the French judiciary.8

Since 2008, there has been a requirement for five days’
annual ongoing training for sitting judges.9

In Germany, the route of career judges onto the Bench is
highly regulated by both the federal and state governments.

The process includes the two demanding Staatsexamens that
all prospective lawyers are obliged to pass after the completion
of their university studies. After the first state examination, a
candidate proceeds to a further level of preparatory service, akin
to an apprenticeship, lasting for two years.

Candidates may spend up to half their time in a judicial
environment; the remainder comprises courses lectured by judges
and civil servants.

This culminates in the second state examination, which focuses
upon practical application of the theory acquired.

Only upon passing the latter examination, can an individual
elect either to be a lawyer or to enter the judiciary. Candidates
for judgeships commence work at the courts immediately. However,
they undergo a probationary period enduring for up to five years
before being appointed to the Bench.

When selected, judges are required to be personally and
objectively independent; they are appointed permanently and
on a full-time basis. They cannot be removed before the expiration
of their term, other than upon circumscribed grounds.

Like the French, the Germans use training and job security
to bulwark the judiciary’s independence. As in most jurisdictions
across Europe, despite substantial training judges receive before
their elevation, in Germany there has recently emerged a new
focus upon ongoing training. However, as in most of these juris-
dictions, this is not compulsory.10

The system for the training of judges in Japan draws upon
the civil-law tradition.

To opt for a career as a judge, having graduated with a law
degree, students must pass the National Legal Examination11

and usually complete two years of training at the Legal Training
and Research Institute, established in 1947 and based in Wako
City outside Tokyo.

Only after ten years as an assistant judge is a candidate
eligible for appointment as a judge – for a term of ten years.
The Supreme Court offers some ongoing education to sitting
judges.

In the Netherlands, the system for the recruitment and training
of judges sits somewhere between that in Germany and France,
on the one hand, and the common-law jurisdictions, on the
other.

The legal profession is marked by a high measure of mobility
– more so than in France and Germany.

After approximately five years of university study, law graduates
are free to apply to join a number of training programmes offered
by the Studiecentrum Rechtspleging (SSR), a training body set up
in 1960, which functions independently of the Department of
Justice.12

During their apprenticeship, candidate judges are likely to
assist sitting judges, act as substitute judges, and to follow aca-
demic courses. Those in other branches of the law (eg, attorneys,
bureaucrats, and law academics) can also embark upon the
courses offered by the SSR.

Accordingly, in the Netherlands, like in common-law jurisdic-
tions, it is not uncommon for a middle-aged person to assume
the Bench for the first time.

The SSR increasingly also focuses upon offering sitting judges
continuing education, which, however, is voluntary.13

In common-law countries like England, Australia, Canada
and the USA, to the extent that judicial education exists, a peer-
group educational model is employed. In the idealised version
of this model, incumbent judges share their experiences and
skills with younger colleagues, conveying the ‘latest information
about everyday problems they confront and emphasising a
practical, ‘how to’ approach in dealing with these matters.’14

Yet, no educational model can properly be said to exist where
the only contact between judges is when they sit together in full-
bench hearings. Judges who mainly sit alone and write most of
their judgments alone can learn only from themselves.

In England, such further education as exists is conducted
under the auspices of the Judicial Service Board, which was set
up in 1979 and falls under the Directorate of Judicial Offices for
England and Wales, drawing its funding and staff from the
Ministry of Justice.

The scholar Livingston Armytage has noted:
‘The British approach to judicial education is less formalized

than is the case in the United States. The Board conducts a

range of judicial orientation and updating programs, and has a

substantial clientele which predominantly consists of lay

magistrates and tribunal members … By 1995, this position had
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Aspirant judges rapt: a lecture at the ENM. Studiecentrum Rechtspleging (SSR) is the home of judicial training in the
Netherlands.
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dramatically consolidated, when Lord Justice Henry reported

what he described as a “sea-change” in judicial attitudes to

training in the past 25 to 30 years.’15

In the United States, the great majority of states impose mandatory
in-service educational requirements for judges. For example,
some require that judges annually undergo a minimum of ten
to twenty hours of continuing education or attend a conference.
Educational offerings are short-term and provided by a number
of institutions across the country, including the Institute of Judicial
Administration at New York University – at which Judge Amy’s
perspicacious cabbie dropped him off on his visit to New York
City.

Signally, Canada is one of the leaders in judicial education
in the common-law world.

Over the past several decades, the Western Judicial Education
Centre (WJEC), a joint project of the Canadian Association of
Provincial Court Judges and the International Project to Promote
Fairness in the Administration of Justice, has done considerable
work in conveying to judges ‘how their own beliefs and attitudes
affect impartiality and fairness.’ The peer leadership model
employed by WJEC means that judges are trained by ‘credible
‘outsiders’ to instruct and lead other judges in training-the-trainer
sessions’ and ‘[w]omen, aboriginal people, members of racial,
cultural, and ethnic minority groups – people very unlike most
judges – supply knowledge that the judges require but seldom
receive.’16

Moreover, on the other side of Canada, the Commonwealth
Judicial Education Institute is seated at the University of Dalhousie
in Nova Scotia, and serves inter alia to offer support to and
connect existing judicial education bodies across the com-
monwealth, to encourage the establishment of new national and
regional judicial education bodies, to develop programmes and
teaching tools, as well as gender- and race-inclusive ones.

By contrast, in South Africa, judicial education remains something
of a Cinderella – unknown and unloved.

In 1993, the University of Cape Town set up the Law, Race &
Gender Research Unit to provide training and support to judicial
officers as courts were seeking to transform their structures and
jurisprudence to accord with constitutional and democratic
values.17 However, its focus has been exclusively on the training
of magistrates.

In line with the approach adopted across the commonwealth,
participatory workshops formed a central tenet of the methodology
adopted. The golden rule is that judges are to train their fellow-
judges.

Over the years, the Unit has trained in excess of a thousand
judicial officers, developing training materials on issues including
HIV, sexual offences, domestic violence, race and racism, and
judicial ethics.

The Unit’s strategy has, moreover, been to transpose research
into accessible training materials and to deploy judicial officers
as peer facilitators.

Until recently, those materials were used by the Justice College
for the training of magistrates and prosecutors. The Justice
College now falls under the South African Judicial Education
Institute,18 which was set up in 2008, entrusted with the con-
stitutional imperative to advance the education of judicial officers
in South Africa.

In main part, the preamble of the Judicial Education Institute
Act, 2008, frames its purpose as follows: ‘To establish a South
African Judicial Education Institute in order to promote the inde-
pendence, impartiality, dignity, accessibility and effectiveness of
the courts by providing judicial education for judicial officers …’

Before the Act was passed, Pierre de Vos, holder of the Claude
Leon Foundation Chair in Constitutional Governance at the
University of Cape Town’s law school, had criticized aspects of it
on his blog Constitutionally Speaking:

‘If we really believe,’ he opined, ‘that the Constitution requires

us to engage with the transformation of the law and legal system,

we must recognize that there is an urgent need for the further

legal education and training of magistrates and judges … There

is an urgent need for education and training that range from

the most basic skills training to the more high level training

required to realize the vision enshrined in the Constitution.’

He proceeded:
‘[P]roblematic is the fact that the Bill proposes that the Institute

be governed by an unwieldy Council of 19 members of which

only 7 need to be judges or retired judges. As far as I can tell

(the Bill is so badly written that it is not even clear who will

appoint some of the Councillors) the Council will be in charge

of the curriculum to be taught at the Institute. This means non-

judges will have a decisive say in this curriculum. Many of these

Councillors will also represent constituencies that are not known

Judges being trained at a workshop of the CJEI.Future Voets? Dutch judges in training at the SSR.
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for their progressive views on our legal culture and have not

shown a deep appreciation for the need for deep transformation.

‘This could be seen as a serious threat to the independence of

the judiciary because in the wrong hands judicial education

could become judicial brainwashing. There is a delicate line to

be walked here, of course. One does not merely want old-style

judges using the Institute to perpetuate the formalistic view of

the law that hinders transformation of the legal system and the

legal rules. At the same time one does not want such an Institute

to tell judges what political line they need to take on the legal

issues of the day.

‘The proposal as it stands at the very least runs the risk of

establishing an Institute that will perpetuate all the bad habits

of our legal culture and will entrench a new kind of patriarchal

view of the law. At worst it will fundamentally interfere with the

independence of the Judges of the High Court.’

Whether De Vos’s fears will be realised is yet to be seen. The
Institute is still in its infancy.

Yet, in the past few years, it has commenced offering courses
for judges and aspirant judges.

‘We have been offering courses to sitting judges and both
basic and advanced courses for aspirant judges,’ says Dr Go-
molemo Moshoeu, the Institute’s CEO.

‘As far as aspirant judges go, the basic courses have focused
on judicial ethics, accountability, sensitivity to social context, and
the conduct of civil and criminal trials. The latter have been
directed at motion court, judgment writing and the consideration
of hypothetical cases.

‘Another advanced course is scheduled for January 2014.
‘While we have made some progress, it’s premature to

compare us to an international benchmark. We’re still setting
up the body of our judicial education programmes, putting mar-
row in their bones.

‘Yet, these courses have been very enthusiastically received.
Most people would love to see themselves on the Bench.’

In South Africa, how ‘seeing oneself on the Bench’ often first
comes about is through a stint as an acting judge.

‘Until a few years ago, I didn’t know a thing about judicial
education,’ recounts Les Morison SC, of the Johannesburg Bar,
who has latterly been stung into action on the issue.

Under the aegis of the Institute and with the imprimatur of
the Johannesburg Bar, he has been working within a sub-com-
mittee of the Institute towards holding a conference being planned
on judicial education in the course of 2014 or 2015 – with the
twin goals of raising awareness of judicial education and pro-
ducing useful materials for it.

‘You know,’ Morison muses, ‘nothing focuses the mind on the
subject of judicial education as much as an acting appoint-
ment. Whenever I get a new gadget, one of the pleasures for me
is reading the manual. Yet, for new judges in South Africa,
there’s no manual. This is a problem. There should at least be
an online benchbook of the sort commonly used in other
jurisdictions.

‘When I was first requested to sit as an acting judge, I won-
dered why I knew so little about a job I should for many years
have known I’d probably at some stage do.

‘A senior colleague to whom I posed the question gave the
conventional response: because I’d been practising in the high
court as an advocate for so many years, I’d automatically know
what a judge is supposed to do.

‘There is, of course, a large measure of truth in this. Yet, as
soon as I ventured beyond my usual areas of practice, I was in
hot water.

‘Prisoners’ applications presented me with legislation and
functions of parole boards I’d never before encountered. The
State Attorney didn’t oppose in matters of considerable gravity. I
should have been better prepared for those hearings. I could
have made grave errors – out of ignorance and under pressure
to produce judgments in the limited time that the act of insolvency
that is an acting appointment affords one.

‘It was that first stint acting that got me thinking about judicial
education and the need for a manual or a training course.

‘I remembered reading in the newspaper that Judge Meyer
Joffe had been appointed to the head of a body devoted to

Difficult issues are tackled at a workshop for magistrates
at the LRG Research Institute, UCT.
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judicial education. I resolved to find out a little bit more about
this from him. Kindly, he agreed to meet with me over lunch.

‘As Judge Joffe approached retirement, he had received a
call from Chief Justice Ngcobo, inviting him to interview for the
position as director of the newly-created Institute. He duly received
the appointment.

‘Yet, as the newspapers reported at the time, disagreement
arose over an appropriate salary. Sadly, Judge Joffe resigned.

‘The Bar’s representative on the Council of the Institute is
Vincent Maleka SC of the Johannesburg Bar. I spoke with him
and discovered that the Council had nominated Judge President
Bernard Ngoepe to succeed Judge Joffe, but that his appointment
hadn’t by then been confirmed.’

Morison adds: ‘Deputised by the Johannesburg Bar, I met
with Chief Justice Mogoeng (previously reported in Advocate),
who chairs the Council and who generously arranged for me to
meet with the Institute’s then acting CEO, Dr Gomolemo
Moshoeu.

‘Dr Moshoeu and I held a number of meetings in which we
explored ways in which the Bar might support the Institute, which
has become considerably more active since her appointment.

‘I suggested to her that a conference be held on the subject
of judicial education – both to get a manual or benchbook
produced, to raise the profile of the Institute and to put the
subject of judicial education squarely on the agenda of the legal
professions and of the judiciary.

‘At the invitation of the Chief Justice, I attended a meeting of
the Council to present the proposal of a conference and the
composition of a benchbook.

‘The Council was bidding farewell to Judge President Ngoe-
pe, who was retiring. The Chief Justice called it a matter of
concern that, after two years, Judge President Ngoepe’s nomi-
nation to take up the directorship of the Institute had not yet
been confirmed and had effectively lapsed on his resignation
from the Bench.

‘The idea of a focused and product-oriented conference was
warmly received – in particular by the Chief Justice and by De-
puty Chief Justice Moseneke, who expressed enthusiasm that
the Council ought itself to shoulder the responsibility of the con-
ference.

‘The format we envisage is a three-day conference.
‘Currently, Dr Moshoeu is preparing a questionnaire for

distribution to all judicial officers to obtain their views as to what
is required of judicial education in South Africa. I imagine a
benchbook will be one of the needs expressed.

‘The results of that survey will be presented at the conference.
Local and international speakers will lead discussions devised

to take judicial education in this country beyond the realms of
the theoretical to actual implementation.

‘Ideally, the conference will deliver materials to enable judicial
officers to produce their judgments more efficiently, to be better
supported by their administrative staff, and for all in the legal
professions to have a clear understanding of what is expected of
a judge in the new South Africa.’

While the specifics of the conference are still in the process of
being worked out, Morison is firmly of the view that it will con-
tribute to bringing the importance of judicial education to the
fore in the profession as a whole.

‘At the very least, with or without a conference,’ Morison
adds, ‘a judicial benchbook should be produced – a manual to
assist new judges.’
Judge Amy’s cabbie would no doubt nod approvingly.

• Advocate thanks the ENM, SSR, CJEI and LRGRU
for providing photographs of their activities.
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